Moody Blue—The Incredible Shrinking Blue One World—Vasudev
Kutumbakam, A4 archival transparency and lightbox by Fogg

STILL SWITCHED ON
ILLUMINATING THE MANY FACETS OF
LIGHT ARTIST ROGER FOLEY-FOGG

I don’t like being labelled, says Roger Foley (aka Ellis D. Fogg),
widely acknowledged as Australia’s most important pioneer
light artist. His groundbreaking psychedelic lightshows in the
late 1960s led to his key role in the counterculture scene and
a dedicated following in Australia and Asia.
Foley defies easy categorisation given the longevity of
his career and the dazzling diversity of his body of work.
This includes lightshows, light sculptures and installations
(lumino kinetic art), architectural lighting and theming,
and the production of events of all kinds, memorably rock
concerts and art happenings but also corporate commissions
and expos. Sculptor, producer, designer, director, film maker,
photographer and entrepreneur, Roger Foley wears many hats.
The freedom to create his own multifaceted vision has
been central to Foley’s career. One of the beauties of working
in Australia is that you can do lots of different things without

it causing problems, particularly in Sydney, says Roger during
our interviews at his home in Hazelbrook, his base for the last
eleven years.
I became professional in 1966, living off the earnings of
doing light things. There’s not that many artists who’ve
been self-sufficient for 50 years, he says proudly. While
gratefully acknowledging two arts grants early on, Foley
established a production company to support his career as
an independent artist and, in his own words, to retain my
integrity in the arts establishment and the commercial world
and not compromise either.
During our time together, Foley’s gift as a witty raconteur
shines with more stories to tell than there are light bulbs in
one of his installations. Roger adopted his alter ego of Ellis
D. Fogg to give himself the artistic licence to be seductive,
subversive and entertaining all at once. ‘Fogg’ fits the artist

LOVE-HATE-LOVE, RACISM and RECONCILIATION Exhibition, ART
KONSULT GALLERY, Delhi, 2011. Fogg reclaims the Swastika from a
symbol of Hate to its original meaning from a symbol found in the weave
in the baskets of the Gatherers, a symbol of Love (photo Sahar Zaman)

who revels in the ‘indeterminate’, meditative nature of his art
and the inventive designer of lighting and effects, notably
his trademark dry-ice fog machine.
He takes me on a tour of his large rambling home,
affectionately known as ‘Fogg Hall’ and envisioned at one time
as a future Museum of 1960s Dreams and Aspirations. It is
studio, gallery, workshop and extensive archive, packed with an
astonishing collection of costumes, photographs, posters and
artworks that reflect his wide-ranging interests. There are many
works by pop artist Martin Sharp, Roger’s close associate and
friend who died in December last year.
With the recent deaths of Sharp and experimental film
maker Albie Thoms in 2012 and an upsurge of interest in
the 1960s art scene in Australia, Foley has come further
into the limelight as one of the ‘movers and shakers’ of
those heady days of political engagement, experimental
art and sexual liberation.
In September-October 2012, he was part of ‘Sixties
Explosion’, a group exhibition at Macquarie University Art

Gallery. In March-April 2013, a retrospective ‘Tales from
the Fogg—My Life and Loves’ was mounted at 107 Projects
Gallery in Redfern. Fortunately Foley has always rigorously
documented his process and now has an archivist helping
him sort through his papers and memorabilia with a view to
a possible memoir.
At age 72, he is busier than ever. While curating his past,
Foley is still creating new work. He is thrilled to have a light
sculpture—the subtle colour-shifting ‘Square and Circle
Mandala No. 7’ which he has been perfecting since 1971—
currently in the Director’s Cut online exhibition for the 2013
Blake Prize.
He already has deadlines for 2014 including an entry, for
the second year running, for Sculpture at Scenic World in
Katoomba in April-May. His work will be a gentle satire of Ken
Unsworth’s famous ‘Suspended Stones’ with the viewer able
to make lights dance interactively with a crowd of relaxed,
happy stones.
There will also be a second collaboration with artist Jess

Cook and curator Tony Twigg for SLOT gallery and 107 Projects
in Sydney mid-year and a homage to Martin Sharp at Goulburn’s
South Hill Gallery. Since 1997 his company has art directed,
project managed and upgraded the giant Christmas Tree of
Light and Laughter at Darling Harbour, reputedly the world’s
brightest, made interactive in 2013 with a web-based app.
He is editing his short YouTube film projects ‘about the spirit
of the universe’, recently posting a moody time-lapse of the
Taj Mahal from dusk to dawn. For a work in progress, he shows
me footage taken on a pilgrimage honouring firemen at the
9/11 World Trade Centre memorial in New York with his wife
Francesca. Inspired by Martin Sharp’s ‘Incredible Shrinking
Exhibition’, Roger is putting stills and movies of his light
sculptures onto thin A4-sized light boxes as smaller, portable
reproductions of his work that can be easily mounted on a
gallery wall.

OUT OF THE SHADOWS

Roger’s life began dramatically. In 1942, his parents fled
south from the Japanese attack on Rabaul in New Guinea. His
mother Hazel gave birth in Cairns and seven days later took her
newborn son on a flight to Melbourne. The family eventually
settled in the Sydney harbourside suburb of Mosman.
Foley talks fondly of his mother as a formative influence: …if
things had been different, she would have been a real bohemian
herself. She encouraged her son’s creative curiosity with trips
to the Art Gallery of NSW and art classes with Joan and Betty
Rayner, then wellknown puppeteers and drama educators.
His deep-seated and abiding interest in the physics and
behaviour of light began in childhood. I was very fascinated
by the patterns of light coming through bathroom glass,’ Roger
recalls. ‘Sunlight, dappled light, leaves flickering. I used to try to
WALL of LIGHT—Lumino Kinetic sculpture commissioned by Maggie
Tabberer for Adele and Peter Weiss, 1980 (photo Xavier Cross)

analyse how the pattern came from the real thing... the chance
effects that nature makes. His boyhood nickname of ‘Fog’
came from his dreamy preoccupation with studying clouds,
light, running water and waves.
From age 12 Roger wanted to be a sculptor, experimenting
with rippled glass and torch bulbs to reproduce particular
effects. At Newington in the 1950s, he sought refuge in the
library from bullies, and read widely, discovering Goethe’s
Theory of Colours and its alternative account of light to
Newtonian optics. I loved his description of colour as a struggle
between light and darkness.
The Foleys lived just down the road from the family of
Richard Neville, later the celebrated and infamous co-editor
of Oz magazine. I remember my mother referring to Richard
and his sister as ‘those wild children’ with a sense of pride in her
voice. I thought If Richard could do all these mad wonderful wild
things, I will have some fun too! I was probably the first person
that he liberated.
Leaving school in 1959, he took up a four-year apprenticeship
in a washing machine factory during the day, learning to use
tools and plan for manufacture, while studying Engineering
at the University of NSW (UNSW) at night and later studying
Art part-time at the National Art School. Imagining a career
in theatre stage design and lighting, he found work with
The Pocket Playhouse in Sydenham while directing UNSW
student revues and playing with anti-naturalistic lighting and
set design.
Unless you lived through it you really have no idea how
oppressive the 50s were here in Sydney. Even Playboy was banned,
says Roger who got his copies in brown paper from girlfriends
travelling in the States. Like many of his generation, Roger
engaged with the political issues of the day—the Vietnam
War, civil rights in the US and indigenous rights in Australia,
anti-apartheid, sexual liberation, republicanism, censorship.
Progressive ideas were culturally transmitted in rock
music and the experiments of the East and West Coast
countercultures. Roger recalls the influence of India in
Gandhi’s passive resistance politics and the motifs and
colours of Hinduism on psychedelic art.
Inspired by New York’s Living Theatre and Albie Thoms’
Theatre of Cruelty at Sydney University, Foley’s experiments
with lights and his maquettes found their perfect setting
in psychedelic ‘happenings’ that, in the spirit of Marinetti’s
Futurist Manifesto of The Music Hall, invited chaos and
audience involvement in order to expand consciousness and
awareness.
[Thoms] had quite a different theatre aesthetic to me. Much
more anarchic and chaotic. I was exploring a way to have mind
manifesting chaotic theatre with a beginning, middle and end. A
controlled chaos to evoke a sense of freedom that would be more
satisying for an audience.

ELLIS D. FOGG—MASTER OF LIGHT

His first public outing, ‘The Psychedelic Party Mixed Media
and Banana Freakout’ at a hall in Kensington in 1968 won a
following that soon escalated to larger audiences with Ellis

‘The white man doesn’t see us’, Perth International Arts Festival,
January 2002 from the exhibition ‘Spirit of the Gija’ about the
massacre at Bedford Downs, The Kimberley (photo by Fogg)

D. Fogg lightshows for rock concerts by newly formed band
Tully at venues like the UNSW Roundhouse and Paddington
Town Hall.
Reminiscing in Walkabout magazine in 1970, Rennie Ellis
describes a Tully concert at the Elizabethan Theatre. The

group’s rendition of A Whiter Shade of Pale accompanied by Ellis
D. Fogg lighting effects and the slow motion movements of a
male and female dancer dimly visible through a screen behind
them, was a superbly restrained happening of great beauty
and sensitivity.
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MY LIFE AND LOVES—Tales from The Fogg Program, 107 Projects Gallery, 2013.
A retrospective exhibition of Fogg’s work since 1966

TULLY by FOGGLIGHT, Psychedelic Lightshow Concert,
The un-Elizabethan Theatre, Newtown, 1969 (photo Fogg)

Thoms’ underground film collective UBU had also moved
into lightshows and multimedia. A Sydney Morning Herald
review of the ‘pop scene’ in May 1969, compares UBU’s
lightshows that ‘bombard the audience’ with Ellis D. Fogg’s
that ‘produce more restful, more varied, more beautiful, and
more exciting effects’. There was ‘smoke which the light beams
cut dramatically’, ‘naked dancers’, ‘old ballroom mirrors which
rotate, sending out slivers of silver’ and Tully revealed in full
royal regalia behind projected footage of Her Majesty.
The Fogg lightshows, held at universities, theatres, halls
and discotheques, continued to evolve and become a byword
for trippiness, fun and hedonism, quickly headlining the
posters and gig advertisements. Roger loves the story of the
girl who years later told him she was conceived at an Ellis D.
Fogg show. Now that’s what I call creative! he laughs.
Writing for the ‘Sixties Explosion’ catalogue, Roger
recalls the contributions of avant-garde artists to his shows:
UBU’s films, Aggy Read’s hand painted slides, Eddie Van
Der Madden’s Wetshows and handmade Kaleidoscope
Right: AMAZE-ZING, walk and dance through maze installation by Fogg
in which guests lost themselves, included front and rear projections, optical illusions and transvestites, “AcceleRat”, Royal Hall of Industries, 1989.

projectors, Alex Boyd’s stroboscopes, Vivienne Binn’s
paintings and Christine Koltai’s dance. In 1969, Gretel
Pinniger (arts student, costume maker and strip club
performer Madam Lash) became a friend and lightshow
collaborator. The bands and musicians he worked with in
the 1960s and 70s included Tully, The Nutwood Rug, Jeff St.
John, soul diva Wendy Saddington and legendary singer
Jeannie Lewis. Later he would devise productions for jazz
man John Sangster and composer Peter Sculthorpe and
the Sydney and Melbourne Symphony Orchestras.
He embraced the high art of the counterculture and also
[the] rock concert ... which reaches out to that broad mass
of people who wouldn’t normally think of having an ‘art’
experience, says artist and longtime Fogg fan Tony Twigg
who co-directs SLOT shop window gallery in Redfern. He’s
a hero of mine, providing that bridge between counterculture
and popular art. And art and social experience.
Collaborations continued with artists such as Edwina
Blush, Trevor Brown, Jeannie Lewis and Steve Blau,
photomontagist and ex-Oz graphic designer Jim
Anderson, and entertainers Adrian Rawlins and Austen
Tayshus to name only a few. In the 2000s, Foley celebrated
his love for his coterie of favourite avant garde performers
with a series of private ‘chaotic’ cabaret-happenings in the
spirit of the early lightshows called ‘Mr Fogg’s Floating
Music Halls’.

THE BUSINESS OF ART

I was very lucky because I started in the 60s when nobody
knew about lighting at all, Roger tells me. People didn’t want
to know... didn’t want to dirty their hands. The lighting people
in theatres [would] often be the people that you’d ask to fix the

Above: LOVE ALL—The Spirit of the Ghanaians, archival print on
board (detail), finalist The Blake Prize for Religious Art, 2007

fridge in the dressing room. There was not that much creative
use of light anywhere.
With his factory apprenticeship and production
engineering background as well as his drawing skills
from art school, Roger had no fear or snobbery around
getting his hands dirty or project managing his own work,
contracting engineers, electricians and carpenters.
Artists don’t bother to learn the engineering and the nuts
and bolts to getting their things done. It’s only a matter of
being lazy or being up yourself. I used to saw all the pieces of
wood myself.
He tells me that in the ‘old days’ before LEDS, he and his
team would source bulbs from the automotive and marine
industries. He acquired the latest gear such as lasers
and computer-controlled lights but was willing to build
whatever equipment was needed for a particular effect if it
was not available from manufacturers. Roger also travelled
in Asia and Europe to research the latest developments in
light technology.
Fogg Productions took on commissions for the design,
construction and project management of events and
festivals as well as the lighting and theming of architectural
spaces. With over 40 years of commercial success, the list
of private and public clients is extensive and impressive
including Maggie Tabberer, Segaworld, Qantas Airways, the
MCA, Sheraton Mirage Resort, Taronga Zoo, The Festival of
Sydney and Melbourne International Arts Festival, and The
National Trust as well as clients in Singapore, Chicago and
Hong Kong.
As an example of the scale and complexity of a Fogg
production, the ‘Australia Presents’ show for 3,000 doctors

The Spirit of the Gija—Farewell Lirrga and Willy Willy,
Bow River Artists’ Camp, The Kimberley, July 2001
(photo Fogg)
‘Just as we were about to pack up and leave the
Bow River Artists’ Camp after an exhausting two
weeks of rehearsals and the first performance of the
re-enactment of the massacre to a local audience
that night, we were asked to stay a little while.
‘Much to my amazement the Gija dancers had all
put on special paint and costumes and performed
an extraordinarily energetic farewell lirrga—a dance
of thanks—for us.
‘This picture captures an an epiphany for me. When
I looked at the stage area on my first day in Bow
River I was quietly contemplating and visualising the
possibilities of translating the Gija story for a western
audience when an energetic spiral of dust and wind,
a small Willy Willy, about the same size as a person,
danced across the stage. Tony Oliver of the Jirrawun
Aboriginal Arts Corporation told me that this was a
very good sign.
‘And then to my amazement on the final night when
Douggie and the other dancers were performing
the farewell lirrga for us his rapid movement and
some conjunction of mind, movement and spirit
created an identical Willy Willy in the same place. I
called it the Spirit of the Gija.’
Centre: Roger Foley-Fogg with some of the cast of ‘FIRE’ at the Perth International Art Festival
2002, (warning: some of these people may be deceased) l to r, Vincent Ramsay, Fogg, John,
Douggie Macale “Jibilyuwuny” Garrabirrnginy, David Tuner Binggayerri and Kevin Timms in
front. (photo Electra Foley)
Right: The Hermannsburg Ladies Choir, performing in Sydney for the first time, for the “good’’
Prime Minister Keating at Arts for Labor, a concert which helped win the 1993 election. The
concert was devised, designed and produced by Fogg..

AMAZE-ZING Lumino Kinetic Installation
(detail) commissioned by Jac Vidgen and
Mark Taylor for ‘AcceleRat’, Royal Hall of
Industries, Moore Park, 1989 (photo Fogg)
Below: The Spirit of India—Lumino Kinetic
Sculpture 20 m long, Hazelhurst Regional
Art Gallery, 2010 (photo Jim Anderson)
Facing page: RAINBOW—Lumino Kinetic
Sculpture over two paddle steamers in
the Harbour of Light Parade, Sydney, New
Year’s Eve 2009 (photo John Morris)

from the Societé International d’Urologie in September,
1994 had over 200 performers in 21 groups on six stages
simultaneously over three themed ‘parties’ with guests
encouraged to wander about freely. In contrast to the
usual loud, overwhelming ambience of such events, Roger
emphasises the intimate and accessible nature of the show.
This is consistent with the egalitarian aesthetic he brings
to both his commercial and gallery work and reflects his
counterculture roots. Art should be fun, art should be sexy,
art should be relevant to the needs and problems of society,
and art should be available to everyone.
In an article for Lighting India (May-June 2009) written
for an audience of fellow light artists, Foley says: I don’t like
the kind of lighting that emphasises the power of an elite
and the insignificance of the individual such as Albert Speer’s
lighting of the Nazi rallies at Nuremberg which lighting style
still persists ... and there is no participation of the viewer in the
creative process.
In a more playful mood in our interview, he likens this
‘fascist’ mode of lighting to The Wizard of Oz. He was trying
to really impress Dorothy and The Lion and scare the shit
out of them. ‘I am important! Pay attention here!’ I felt I was
more like the little dog who could... say ‘fuck that’ and pull the
curtain away.
His expertise has led to consultations—such as for the
heritage lighting of The Rocks—and lectures to a new
generation of lighting and theming designers. He advises
all artists to form a company to protect and control their
work. He points out the common problem of contracts
that give power to builders rather than artists to construct
commissioned projects, too often at the lowest cost.
He also mentions the issue of ‘design degradation’ where
expensive public light installations are commissioned
but then left to deteriorate and fail. Until LEDs allowed
for more durable lighting, Roger’s preferred (and more
cost effective) arrangement was to lease rather than sell
works to clients so he could personally provide ongoing
maintenance and upgrades over the life of the work.
Another issue that bedevils light sculptures is the
ubiquitous and growing presence of security lighting. The
best light sculptural works happen in darkened parts [of the

city]. The lights themselves provide the security.

IN AND OUT OF GALLERIES

Despite his youthful objection to boring ‘white-wall’
galleries, Roger collaborated closely with Vivienne Binns in
early 1971 at Watters with WOOM! an artfully constructed
multimedia installation of tunnels and caves simulating a
journey through a woman’s body.
Surrealist painter and Sun Herald art critic James Gleeson
wrote several reviews in praise of this ‘Environmental
Happening’ which he predicted would be ‘the most
stimulating art event of the season’. He concluded ‘one is left
with the impression that art has taken on a new dimension
and that in the future it will involve the spectator as a much
more active participant in the experience.’
After the Watters Gallery exhibition Roger was invited by
Albie Thoms and Martin Sharp to be one of the Yellow House
artists at Potts Point. He constructed an ‘art environment’
(what would now be called an installation), the Capsule
Room: ‘a mini-version of what we did at Watters’ with a
small hole to climb through, spongy walls and floor and
changing lights.
Later he contributed a light projection of a bonsai in
subtle colours for a Brett Whiteley show. From 1971 to 1973
he exhibited with and helped three successive generations
of artists at The Yellow House. His Laser Infinity Room used
clear perspex angled screens, shot through with a red helium
neon laser, and mirrors to create a sense of the infinite.
Gallery curators took an interest. For a group show at
The National Gallery of Victoria ‘Victorian Vision 18541984’, artistic visions of Melbourne over 130 years, Roger’s
tribute to ‘Starry Night’ was a brightly coloured threedimensional presentation of van Gogh’s painting in a black
room, sparkling over a cut-out Melbourne skyline. Curator
Jennifer Phipps wittily displayed Robert Hunter’s all-white
and Peter Booth’s all-black works either side of the entrance
to this spectacle of colour.
For Roslyn Oxley’s exhibition of Robert Rosen’s
photography in 1988, Roger built a box brownie camera
out of lights and lasers ‘so that people had to walk through
the lens to enter’. In 1990, the AGNSW curated a Yellow

House retrospective where Roger recreated his Capsule
Room. With characteristic prankster humour, he also
installed his aunt’s old piano with a sign ‘Please Play Me’
and for opening night projected (in Magrittean font) This Is
Not The Yellow House onto the AGNSW facade, a gentle ‘up
yours’ to the establishment.
In 1999, artist Luke Sciberras, apprentice to Garry Shead
and Martin Sharp, and gallery director Michael Nagy
brought all The Yellow House artists back together to
exhibit their current work for which Roger made a ‘Starry
Night Tribute’ light sculpture. In 2001, Michael asked Roger
if he would do something to mock ‘all the Olympic hooha at the Art Gallery of NSW’. His animated light sculpture
‘FOO is here’ on the gallery’s rear wall thumbed his nose
and waggled his fingers at the AGNSW and, as a bonus, St.
Mary’s Cathedral.
Roger’s RAINBOW sculpture mounted on two paddle
steamers for New Year’s Eve Harbour of Light Parade in
2009 was adapted for a float in the Sydney Gay and Lesbian
Mardi Gras that year. Plans for a Hokusai wave of light for
Nell Schofield’s lesbian surfie group fell through. Instead,
she asked Roger to contribute a wave light sculpture for ‘Wax
On’, a group show about surfing culture that she curated at
Hazelhurst Galleries over the summer of 2009-2010.
In 2009 Roger made a big Boofhead in lights for the
window of TAP gallery and in 2011 two light sculptures,
one for TAP and one for SLOT, in association with the VIVID
light festival. Roger is a fan of VIVID. ‘It’s an amazing show,
the whole of Circular Quay becomes a theme park, like an
extension of Luna Park.’ He cautions against this light art
‘becoming automated’, removing the element of human
control, a factor he believes destroyed the lightshows in
the discos.

explored themes of spirituality.
Roger tells me the proudest moment in his history of
‘putting on shows’ was the Arts for Labor concert staged at
the State Theatre in Sydney during Paul Keating’s campaign
for the ‘unwinnable’ 1993 election. As a gesture of gratitude
for the Prime Minister’s support for the arts, the show
included Circus Oz, Mental as Anything, Jane Rutter, Paul
Mercurio and Bangarra Dance Theatre.
Roger produced a spellbinding lightshow with images
projected on moving screens descending from the theatre’s
flys. His other major contribution was the Hermannsburg
Ladies Choir who sang in Arrente but had never performed
outside Central Australia. Roger flew to Uluru and drove
to Hermannsburg to persuade them to take part. Cannily
stage managed by Roger, photos of Keating smiling and
bowing surrounded by Aboriginal faces made the front
pages of all the major papers, sending a powerful message.
In a public lecture in 2010, Anne Summers recalled
Keating’s exhaustion, two weeks out from election day,
and the impact of this concert. He said later that it was the
turning point in the campaign. He was suddenly energised –
and motivated. He was not going to let these people, and this
country, down.
In July 2001, the Gija tribe in the Kimberley, Western
Australia, sought Roger’s help to light their Joonba dance
performance ‘Fire, Fire Burning Bright’. Telling for the first
time the oral history of a massacre of their people around
World War I, the show was performed at Bow River Station,
the Perth International Arts Festival and the Festival of
Melbourne. Roger’s photos recording the rehearsals,
performances and private ceremonies held for him and
others—‘Spirit of the Gija’—were later exhibited at galleries
in Melbourne, New York and Kununurra.

POLITICS AND RACE

THE SPIRIT OF INDIA

An engagement with progressive politics is never far below
the surface of Roger’s work even when it has more recently

‘The Meat Hall’—high fashion models wearing costumes designed by Madam
Lash at a FOGG event in 1992, RAS Showgrounds, Sydney (photo Fogg)

In 2009, Roger made a trip to India at the invitation of a
lighting convention in Delhi and met the owners of a gallery
in Vadodera (Baroda) on the west coast who wanted to host
an exhibition of his ‘Gija’ photos. Roger also visited the Taj
Mahal which he admired for the way it is so beautifully
illuminated at night without any artificial light source. The
natural white marble of the building seems to soak up light.
An extraordinary place!
On Roger’s return to India with the ‘Gija’ exhibition, the
so-called racist attacks on Indian students in Australia
stirred up hysteria in the Indian press. The Vadodera
gallery cancelled the show for fear of violent reprisals. As a
gesture of goodwill and ambassadorship, Roger put on an
improvised Diwali lightshow to entertain the children in an
orphanage just outside Delhi.
Roger’s new friends, Indian arts journalist Sahar Zaman
and her respected artist husband Dhiraj Singh, visited
Australia the following year. Inroduced by Roger to Martin
Sharp and others, Zaman and Singh came away with an
impression of India’s strong influence on and attraction for
Australian artists.

This is not the Yellow House in the style of Magritte, projection by Fogg
on the The Art Gallery of NSW during the Yellow House reconstruction—
retrospective exhibition in 1990 to coincide with the centenary of the
death of Vincent Van Gogh.

In Febuary 2010, ‘Lumino Kinetics’ at Hazelhurst Galleries
was a homage to India which showcased seven light
sculptures in the gardens including Roger’s new ‘Spirit
of India’ works, in situ works, retrospective psychedelic
mandalas and movies. One lumino kinetic sculpture was
21 metres long and 2.5 metres high. On opening night, Ellis
D. Fogg, in trademark black hat and coat, gave a farewell
performance of ‘The Last Ephemeral and Indeterminate
Fogg Sculpture’ with his magical box of fog.
From January to March 2011, an exhibition titled ‘Racism
and Reconciliation’, curated by Zaman at Gallery Art Konsult
in Delhi, featured two Indian artists, Dhiraj Singh and
Seema Kohli, and two Australians, Roger Foley and Tracey
Deep, in an attempt to understand the strain in relations..

.and start a positive dialogue on this issue through art.
Roger exhibited several sculptures including the circular
‘One World’ bathed in blue, expressing a faith in a united
humanity (Vasudev Kutumbakam or ‘we are all islands
joined beneath the sea’) and ‘Love Hate Love’, a bold
reclaiming of the swastika, unpicked into a skein of bright
rope lights. In his research Roger discovered that this
symbol, found in many cultures worldwide, reflects the
pattern at the bottom of a traditional gatherer’s woven
collecting basket. It’s a symbol of love really, the care a
mother gives to her family.
In a collaborative exchange, Dhiraj provides Roger with
cultural advice for his India artworks while Roger gives him
lighting advice and opens his eyes to aspects of Australian

The Yellow House, Poster/Catalogue, 1971, detail, words by Albie Thoms, art by Dick Weight, listing the names
of every artist and assistant who was there when the house was at its height with both houses full of art for the
Spring Show of 1971. Fogg constructed The Capsule Room and assisted several other artists with their work.

Playfully enigmatic, relentlessly independent, still engaged
with issues of justice and freedom but optimistic about the
human spirit, Roger Foley is an iconic descendant of the
sixties who inspires a new generation of artists and fans.
So much of what he does has a spirit to it and a theatricality,
it makes it very hard to pin down what artform he is in, says
Sydney artist Jessica Cook, a close collaborator who, Roger
likes to remind me, is half his age. It’s more of a performance...

it’s all about how people experience something.
In May-June 2013, Jessica and Roger presented Light
Collaboration—a continuously ‘self-weaving’ circular mat
of LED ribbons—in the street window of SLOT gallery. The
work combined Jess’s fence weaving process with Foley’s
knowledge of lights.
Collaborating with Tony Twigg, Jess and Roger intend to
introduce interactivity to a new work in 2014 so passers-by
can play with the exhibit in the SLOT window and link up
with digital display boxes at 107 Projects in Redfern.
Jessica admires Roger’s long, successful, self-invented
career, crossing over so many artistic boundaries,
innovating technological solutions as needed, bringing
the same artistic integrity and intensity to all aspects of his
work with boundless energy. There’s no hierarchy in terms
of aesthetics or engagement; everything can be beautiful,
everything can have its heartbeat.
I don’t think he’ll ever stop making things and finding new
audiences, Jess says. He doesn’t get stuck in the past. He’s
open to things developing but very respectful of where he’s
come from and the people he’s shared his life with.
Sharing much of his philosophical outlook on art and
life, Roger remains a fierce admirer of Martin Sharp: His
body of work is like something a magician would have done.
He adds: I try to do a bit of magic in my own funny way.
A little bit of light here and there. And I think sometimes I
succeed.
Julian Leatherdale

ABRAXAS by Martin Sharp has been expanded many times by
adding moving lights and leds as ABRAXAS REDUX—the latest
incarnation in the exhibition ART FOR MART, South Hill Gallery,
Goulburn 2014

RESOURCES
• Roger Foley’s website:
http://www.fogg.com.au/home.html
• Director’s Cut online exhibition, Blake Prize 2013
http://www.blakeprize.com/works/square-and-circlemandala-number-7-2013
• Two articles by Foley for Lighting India magazine in
2009—http://www.fogg.com.au/media/pdf/LX-INDIAan%20artists%20approach%20to%20light-Part1.pdf
http://www.fogg.com.au/media/pdf/LX-INDIA—an%20
artists%20approach%20to%20light-Part2.pdf
• Love—the Taj Mahal by full moon, from dusk to dawn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ts8KSd4tW0
• We are all friends now—video of Gija project made for
Racism and Reconciliation exhibition, 2011*
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LW4Vxvw9hU
(*this video contains names and pictures of people who
are deceased)
• Lumino Kinetics, Hazelhurst Regional Gallery, February
2010 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DH6-g2yI_Qg
• Racism and Reconciliation exhibition, Delhi 2011
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyGFNtVKtZY
• Light Collaboration, Foley and Cook for SLOT gallery, 2013
http://slotgallery.blogspot.com.au/2013/05/currentexhibition-cook-n-fogg-light.html
• Interview with Foley for Sculpture at Scenic World 2013
http://www.scenicworld.com.au/experiences/sculpture/
awards-judges/

culture. All religions have used light as a metaphor for the
gods, positivity, illumination and wisdom, says Roger. I met
Dhiraj and have become a little wiser about Indian philosophy.
It started with this fascination with all things Indian back in
the 60s, says Dhiraj, but his fascination has really grown into
a deeper understanding of India. What I am most struck by is...
the almost sacred core in Roger’s practice which... manages
to transcend all the power cables and electricity, conveying its
own meaning, depth and vision.
Sahar adds: I’ve had the pleasure to understand how closely
he lives by the philosophy that he believes in: the concept of
Vasudev Kutumbakam. Despite being the star artist, he was
a true team person involving everybody’s participation in
thought and spirit.
In 2012 Roger was invited to participate in the AustraliaIndia Council’s ‘Undarta/Kindness’ group exhibition of 140
Australian and Indian artists that ran from March to August
in New Delhi, Canberra and Melbourne.

I TRY TO DO A BIT OF MAGIC

